
Wattstopper
DLM EQUINOX 41 LCD BLACK TITANIUM W/DLM COMM UI
Part No. LMEQ-41

The LMEQ-41 is an LCD capacitive touchscreen for the DLM system
that helps customers meet code out of the box without
programming, by adhering to Wattstopper’s Plug n’ Go™ (PnG)
rules. The professional, predefined interface provides whole room,
lighting, scene control, and tunable-white control through Equinox
user interface widgets (see page 4). If a project includes Blanco™
tunable white lighting, the LMEQ-41 automatically provides an
additional widget that can adjust the lighting’s intensity and color
temperature level. Additionally, users and installers alike will
appreciate the dynamic labeling that identifies a button and/or
scene’s functionality with clear, user-defined text. The LMEQ-41 is
ideal for office buildings (particularly open offices and executive
suites), conference rooms, college classrooms, and healthcare
spaces where layered, dimmable, and Blanco™ tunable white
lighting is installed.

Features & BenefitsFeatures & Benefits

4.3” LCD panel with capacitive touch interface Automatic PnG™ functionality means no special programming
required out of the box for initial configuration

Unique scenes, lighting, room, and HCL user interfaces
via easy to use Equinox “widgets”

Dynamically updated feedback based on system status

Settings menu allows for personalized control functions Custom image and pin-enabled lock screen

Scene creation and editing capability provides flexible
control Cat 5e Ethernet connectivity and powered over PoE

Ambient light sensor for auto day/night screen
backlighting Active proximity sensors for approach and auto sleep modes

Black glass-to-edge surface aesthetic, titanium colored
frame

 
 

SpecificationsSpecifications

General InfoGeneral Info

Product  LineProduct  Line Wattstopper ColorColor Titanium

UPC NumberUPC Number 840624132875 Country Of OriginCountry Of Origin China

DimensionsDimensions

Product  Width USProduct  Width US 4.0 in Product  Weight  USProduct  Weight  US 0.93 lb

Product  Volume USProduct  Volume US 77.34 cu in Product  Depth USProduct  Depth US 6.25 in
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Product  Height  USProduct  Height  US 2.75 in
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